
Hearing	the	Movies,	Film	Style	and	the	Sound	Track	(read	for	6/20)	
	

Explain	the	difference	between	motives	leitmotifs	and	style	topics.	
	
Give	an	example	of	the	use	of	a	style	topic	in	a	film	you	know.	
	
	 Can	you	think	of	any	examples	that	are	used	ironically	/	play	against	the	film?	
	
Give	an	example	of	a	leitmotif	in	a	film	you	know.	

	
Theodor W. Adorno and Hanns Eisler, Composing for the films (read for 6/22) 

read: The Leitmotif, Illustration, Geography and History, and Clichés � 

What criticisms do the authors bring toward the use of Leitmotifs and musical 
topics in Hollywood film music?  

(Note: the authors don’t use the term topic, but they describe music that functions in 
this way)  

In which ways are they in agreement with Eisenstein toward the use of music in 
films?  

Eisenstein,	et	al.,	Statement	on	Sound		(read for 6/22)	

Why	does	Eisenstein	stress	the	importance	of	non-synchronization	of	sound	
and	images?		

Does	this	aesthetic	position	influence	the	use	of	sound/music	in	Alexander	
Nevsky?			Does	Eisenstein	abandon	this	aesthetic	for	another	more	“realist”	
aesthetic?	

Alexander Nevsky 

Sound and music. How does the music complement and enhance the images? 
Describe this in terms of rhythm, structure, meaning, etc.  

What information about the characters does Prokofiev’s music provide? Are certain 
melodies or types of music linked to specific characers?  

Cinematography and formal issues: be aware of camera placement, composition, 



and framing. Does the camera ever move? How long do shots last 
generally? Compare this to scenes from other films of his (such as the machine gun 
scene from Oktober 1917)  

The "Battle on the Ice" is a classic battle sequence in film.  

Can you recognize elements that later directors/composers copied?  

Historical issues: How does the film work as propaganda? How does it represent 
good and evil? Is there anything about the music that gives you this information? 	 









































A Statement   

by S. M. Eisenstein, V.I. Pudovkin, G.V. Alexandrov and Dziga Vertov 

The dream of a sound film has come true. With the invention of a practical sound film, 

the Americans have placed it on the first step of substantial and rapid realization. 

Germany is working intensively in the same direction. The whole world is talking about 

the silent thing that has learned to talk.   

We who work in the U.S.S.R. are aware that with our technical potential we shall not 

move ahead to a practical realization of the sound film in the near future. At the same 

time we consider it opportune to state a number of principal premises of a theoretical 

nature, for in the accounts of the invention it appears that this advance in films is being 

employed in an incorrect direction. Meanwhile, a misconception of the potentialities 

within this new technical discovery may not only hinder the development and perfection 

of the cinema as an art but also threaten to destroy all its present formal achievements.   

At present, the film, working with visual images, has a powerful effect on a person and 

has rightfully taken one of the first places among the arts.   

It is known that the basic (and only) means that has brought the cinema to such a 

powerfully effective strength is MONTAGE. The affirmation of montage, as the chief 

means of effect, has become the indisputable axiom on which the worldwide culture of 

the cinema has been built.   

The success of Soviet films on the world's screens is due, to a significant degree, to those 

methods of montage which they first revealed and consolidated.   

Therefore, for the further development of the cinema, the important moments will be only 

those that strengthen and broaden the montage methods of affecting the spectator. 

Examining each new discovery from this viewpoint, it is easy to show the insignificance 

of the color and the stereoscopic film in comparison with the vast significance of 

SOUND.   

Sound recording is a two-edged invention, and it is most probable that its use will 

proceed along the line of least resistance, i.e., along the line of satisfying simple 

curiosity.   

   

In the first place there will be commercial exploitation of the most salable merchandise, 

TALKING FILMS. Those in which sound recording will proceed on a naturalistic level, 

exactly corresponding with the movement on the screen, and providing a certain 

"illusion" of talking people, of audible objects, etc.   

A first period of sensations does not injure the development of a new art, but it is the 

second period that is fearful in this case, a second period that will take the place of the 

fading virginity and purity of this first perception of new technical possibilities, and will 



assert an epoch of its automatic utilization for "highly cultured dramas" and other 

photographed performances of a theatrical sort.   

To use sound in this way will destroy the culture of montage, for every ADHESION of 

sound to a visual montage piece increases its inertia as a montage piece, and increases the 

independence of its meaning-and this will undubtedly be to the detriment of montage, 

operating in the first place not on the montage pieces but on their JUXTAPOSITION.   

ONLY A CONTRAPUNTAL USE of sound in relation to the visual montage piece will 

afford a new potentiality of montage development and perfection.   

THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL WORK WITH SOUND MUST BE DIRECTED 

ALONG THE LINE OF ITS DISTINCT NONSYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE 

VISUAL IMAGES. And only such an attack Will give the necessary palpability which 

will later lead to the creation- of an ORCHESTRAL COUNTERPOINT of visual and 

aural images.   

This new technical discovery is not an accidental moment in film history but an organic 

way out of a whole series of impasses that have seemed hopeless to the cultured 

cinematic avant-garde.   

The FIRST IMPASSE is the subtitle and all the unavailing attempts to tie it into the 

montage composition, as a montage piece (such as breaking it up into phrases and even 

words, increasing and decreasing the size of type used, employing camera movement, 

animation, and so on).   

The SECOND IMPASSE is the EXPLANATORY pieces (for example, certain inserted 

close-ups) that burden the montage composition and retard the tempo.   

The tasks of theme and story grow more complicated every day; attempts to solve these 

by methods of "visual" montage alone either lead to unsolved problems or force the 

director to resort to fanciful montage structures, arousing the fearsome eventuality of 

meaninglessness and reactionary decadence.   

Sound, treated as a new montage element (as a factor divorced from the visual image), 

will inevitably introduce new means of enormous power to the expression and solution of 

the most complicated tasks that now   

oppress us with the impossibility of overcoming them by means of an imperfect film 

method, working only with visual images.   

The CONTRAPUNTAL METHOD of constructing the sound film will not only not 

weaken the INTERNATIONAL CINEMA but will bring its significance to 

unprecedented power and cultural height.   



Such a method for constructing the sound film will not confine it to a national market, as 

must happen with the photographing of plays, but will give a greater possibility than ever 

before for the circulation throughout the world of a filmically expressed idea.   

 


